Abstract

Describing and naming are the first steps in a systematist's work in any biodiversity study. Comparing a single specimen with all the published descriptions is often a headache. The oldest solution to facilitate taxon identification was the creation of single-access identification keys. The first example of this is attributed to Lamarck (Lamarck et al. 1815). The first keys were, therefore, paper documents, mostly supplied with the monographs of the taxonomic groups concerned. Their creation and revision took a lot of time.

The emergence of computers quickly became a means of facilitating the sorting and accessing of descriptive data. Since the 1960s, new key forms have emerged, as well as programs to assist identification (Goodall 1968, Pankhurst and Aitchison 1975).

Descriptions need to be formalized and structured to be understandable by a computer. Thoughts on the structuring of descriptive data quickly emerged, working towards creating a standard. To address this, the Description Language for Taxonomy (DELTA) was ratified in 1986, followed by the SDD (Structured Descriptive Data) in 2005. The DELTA system relied on a data format closely tied to specific software programs. Any changes to the DELTA standard required corresponding modifications to a large amount of software code, making updates difficult. Alternative software packages using different data formats were developed but were not fully compatible with DELTA or with each other, preventing lossless
data translation. To overcome these challenges, the SDD data standard was created as an implementation-independent format through international collaboration, allowing for extensibility without disrupting applications and ensuring continued support even if specific implementing programs were discontinued.

Since the adoption of the SDD, numerous software programs and other projects have been developed to provide identification methods (e.g., XPER3, Lucid, AbaTax). Unfortunately, the SDD is not always used, as it may not fit in with the unique objectives of each of them.

New tools with other structures and methods are emerging, which is great. However, in the context of FAIR data (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable digital assets), no longer using a standard seems to go against the flow. Have our needs changed? How to maintain models for sharing descriptive data that are structured enough to become knowledge allowing comparison, identification, data-mining, and analysis?

To provide a starting point for thinking about the future of SDD, we present a comparison of several identification tools. The comparison focuses on their use of descriptors, items/taxa, identifiers, media, logical operators, their expression of doubt, polymorphism, and “multi-states,” but also the files supported and the functionalities from the user’s point of view.
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